Eigo Ganbare!!

Class ( ) No ( ) Name (

)

全員参加で楽しくガンバロウ

B is heavier than A.
A:「Which is heavier, (a) or (b)?
B: (b) is heavier than (a).」
A: I think so, too.

Role Play!

(a)
Write the answer and write “>” or “<”. Then, do the role play.
1.
2.
___________________
___________________

3.

5.

the turtle

the rabbit

___________________

the mouse

the dinosaur

___________________

4.

6.

the MD player
(1990’s)

(b)

the iPod
(2000’s)

___________________

the dog

the snake

___________________

Math

English

okonomiyaki

takoyaki

fast => faster

big => bigger

easy => easier

good => better

easy | ugly | good | small | old
cute | slow | hard | big | fast | new
Write the answer.
1.
4.

2.
5.

3.
6.

Reading!
Write the answer, from “1 ~ 7”.
a. (

)

He wanted the bigger bone, so he barked at the other dog.

b. (

)

He had a bone in his mouth.

c. (

)

The other dog also had a bone.

d. (

)

Then, his bone fell into the river.

e. (

)

One sunny day, a dog was walking along the river.

f. (

)

That bone looked bigger.

g. (

)

When he looked into the river, there was another dog.

Practice!
Example: Which is faster, the rabbit or the turtle? the rabbit
1. Which is bigger, the gray Totorro or the white Totorro?
2. Which is hotter, nabe or curry rice?
3. Which is slower, the local train or the rapid train?
4. Which is cuter, the cat or the dog?
5. Which is better, the Hanshin Tigers or the Giants?

__________________.
__________________.
__________________.
__________________.
__________________.

Writing!
Example: The rabbit is faster than the turtle. (The rabbit > the turtle.)
1. ___________________________________________________________.
(The tennis ball < the basketball.)
2. ___________________________________________________________.
(The ice cream > the cookies.)
3. ___________________________________________________________.
(Air mail < e-mail.)
4. ___________________________________________________________.
(Japanese > English.)
slow | better | smaller | easier | fast
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IT Education!

Which is better ~?
Every year, Japanese schools have a cultural festival and you must help
prepare and practice for it. There are different kinds of event programs.
For example, each class sings a song or do a school drama.
Which do you like better, singing a song or doing a drama?
(For example: I like ~ better than ~.)

1. ___________________________________________________

doing a drama

sing a song

Now, imagine when your cultural festival looks like this, too!
(With green screen effects)

Which do you like better??
Go for it! Learn more about video media for Education
Manga books are popular in Japan.
Year by year…
Which is the newest of the three?
(For example: ~ the newest of the three.)

1952~1968

1969~1996

1997~now

2. ______________________________________________________

Manga books
made into movies
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